JACARANDA PLACE MURAL COMMISSION PLAN
ARTWORK COMMISSION BRIEF 2020
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INTRODUCTION
Children’s Health Queensland, through the Arts in Health Program
has engaged CREATIVEMOVE to commission a public mural for
their new adolescent extended treatment centre, Jacaranda Place.
This mural will cover wall space in the facility’s ‘Performance
Courtyard’ and will:
•

enhance the public spaces of the hospital

•

provide staff, patients and general visitors a visual reprieve

•

profile the talents of a young, emerging Brisbane artist– the
opportunity is specifically designed for a young artist (up to
25 years based within South East Queensland) to develop a
concept design and then undertake the commission.

CREATIVEMOVE has identified experienced mural artist, Matthew
Newkirk who will be available to work with and mentor the
selected artist as required during the implementation stage.
Matthew Newkirk CV
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PROJECT CONTEXT
Jacaranda Place
Queensland Adolescent Extended Treatment Centre
In April 2020, Queensland Health opened Jacaranda Place, a new
mental health extended treatment centre in Chermside (Brisbane)
for young Queenslanders with complex mental health issues. It
is the first of its kind in Australia, delivering specialist care and
support to young people from across the State.
Located on the campus of The Prince Charles Hospital, the centre
provides a 12-bed residential service for young people across
Queensland, and a 10-place Day Program delivered in partnership
with the Department of Education to provide an integrated
educational and mental health treatment service.
The centre delivers a 24-hour service to provide a safe, supportive
and structured environment for young people, focused on
improving their overall function, and increasing their capacity and
confidence to successfully transition back to their community.
The aim is to provide support to young people, so they develop
life skills, attend regular schooling or vocational training, and
reconnect with their family and local community.
Who will be able to access this service?
Jacaranda Place is designed for young people aged between
13 and 18 years who have complex mental illness. Young
people up to 21 years may be treated at the centre if they have
developmental needs more effectively managed within an
adolescent model. Young people accessing this service will not
be acutely unwell. Any young person with acute symptoms will
continue to be managed in adolescent inpatient mental health
units.
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ARTWORK THEME
Imagining Bright Future Possibilities
When facing adversity, it can be easy to slip into a state of
helplessness. This belief can become all encompassing for
adolescents, closing them off to the possibility of good things
happening in the future. At times, being reminded of the
possibility of a brighter future might help patients move forward
in their mental health journey. For some, their experience
of Jacaranda Place may range from a fleeting visit to a more
extended situation. Whatever the length of time spent inside the
space, it is important for the artwork to reflect a world outside
the centre’s walls and to provide each individual with a sense of
optimism
Tapping into the creative imaginations of adolescents and youth,
the mural will reflect vivid possibilities and promote a more
optimistic state of mind when thinking about the future. As
Children’s Health Queensland Chief Executive Frank Tracey stated
regarding the naming of Jacaranda Place, "the Jacaranda is a
hardy tree that can grow in difficult conditions, blooming once a
year, when its true beauty is shown in full colour".
It is our hope that this sentiment, the possibility of renewal
represented by the blossoming of the Jacaranda tree, is reflected
within the mural.
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EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI) PROCESS
ARTIST SELECTION
This project will best suit an artist under the age of 25, based within South East Queensland. The commission aims to connect with a similar demographic to the Jacaranda Place patients,
as well as bolster an emerging creative’s career with a public art opportunity.
The commissioning process for the artwork opportunity will be guided by an Artwork Reference Group comprising:
•

Lynne Seear, Manager Arts in Health, Children’s Health Queensland

•

Jodie Cox, Director, CREATIVEMOVE

•

Taylor Hall, Project Manager, CREATIVEMOVE

•

Additional Reference Group members including young consumers, carers and clinicians

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Concept Designs will be considered by the Artwork Reference Group who will review and assess concepts submitted by artists against the following assessment criteria:
•

strength and merit of the artistic concept

•

connection and relevance of the artistic concept in regards to the artwork theme and curatorial themes and drivers

•

shows a nuanced understanding of the artworks’ intention and the needs of the space and its residents

•

ability to be achieved within the budget and program timeframe

EOI SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
In order for the concept to be considered for the curated shortlist of artists for the artwork opportunity you will need to submit the following:
• an artist bio
•

a concise CV - no more than two A4 pages (with full contact details and links to your personal website or articles about your work
which you believe are relevant this commission)

•

five (5) images of your work which you believe are relevant to this opportunity

•

an outline of your level of availability between July through to September 2020

Please submit via email to: info@creativemove.com.au with the subject heading: JPM-EOI [YOUR NAME]
The submission deadline for the Expression of Interest is 5pm, Friday 17 July 2020
Please note that late submissions will not be considered.
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CURATORIAL THEMES AND DRIVERS
The following themes have been developed to reflect the focus of
Jacaranda Place being ‘a symbol of strength and resilience’. The
projects’ curatorial drive stems from the belief in art as a form of
therapy to actively assist the recovery process. The project will
focus on the positive emotional benefits of optimistic thinking in
resistance to severe mental health issues.
Recovery
For many who suffer from mental health issues, recovery is more
than returning to a ‘normal’ state of health, but about regaining
the strength to find hope in the future. Beyond clinical recovery,
personal recovery is about reclaiming the right to live a fulfilled
and meaningful life.
Youth, playfulness and optimism
Jacaranda Place, specialises in delivering specialist care and
support to young people from across the State, aiming to support
adolescents through complex mental health issues. Whilst being
surrounded by adult specialists, parents, staff etc., it could be
easy to feel out of place for a young person. Within the project it
is important to reflect a sense of youth back toward the patients
for them to feel more ‘at home’. Whilst getting treatment, the
centre’s young patients might feel that the ‘usual’ experiences
of growing up may pass by. By symbolising the playfulness
and optimism interlinked with youth, the mural can serve as a
reminder of future possibilities.
To Uplift
For some, their experience within a healthcare setting is an
indication of not being at their best. Art has the power to
promote feelings of inclusivity, connection and well-being, and
by being placed in a medical context, will uplift patient’s morale
and remind them of a life outside of being unwell. ‘To uplift’
is furthermore important when taking into consideration the
psychological well-being of those struggling with mental health in
which many emotions can be internalised.
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The Jacaranda Tree
The centre is called ‘Jacaranda Place’, a name chosen to reflect
the strength and resilience of the iconic Jacaranda Tree, which is
considered by many as a symbol of wisdom, rebirth and good luck.
"The Jacaranda is a hardy tree that can grow in difficult conditions,
blooming once a year, when its true beauty is shown in full colour.
This symbolism connects nicely with the challenges and recovery
journeys of the young people who will be cared for at the centre."
— Children’s Health Queensland Chief Executive Frank Tracey.
Healing
Healthcare spaces can seem intimidating and sobering, and
though restoration of health is always the goal, one needs to feel
comfortable enough to be open and vulnerable to do so. Healing
is an enduring experience as an individual’s health journey will
constantly reveal new challenges.
The mural will contribute to the consistently safe and comfortable
environment provided for patients at Jacaranda Place during
various stages of their recovery. Fundamental to this experience is
building resilience, strength and hope for the future.
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ARTWORK OPPORTUNITY:
MURAL PROJECT
ARTWORK DESCRIPTION

The intention is for the artwork to inspire bright, future
possibilities and represent positive transformation. The concept of
'hope' should be specifically referenced within the mural.
There is a requirement for the artwork to sensitively acknowledge
the deaths by suicide of three young people whose families
subsequently were among those who worked closely on the codesign of Jacaranda Place. However, the artwork will primarily be
seen by the young people using the service and should represent
the concepts of hope, safety/support, and recovery.
Because of this background, the mural also needs to feature the
quotes “Just Breath and Believe” and “Together We Care”.
The selected design will be one with an uplifting approach,
effective use of vivid colour and an innovative and nuanced
response to the thematic.
The artwork could be applied to the full length of the indicated
‘top’ and ‘bottom’ of the panelled wall, as well as the beam in the
mid section.
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ARTWORK SITE- 'Performance Courtyard’

Mural Wall

Mural Site
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CONCEPT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
During the Concept Design stage, the Artist will work in consultation/
collaboration with CREATIVEVMOVE to:
•

Undertake research and read all briefing material

•

Provide visual representations such as sketches / impressions,
illustrating the proposed artwork design with scale and perspective
indicated

•

Produce a written Concept Statement outlining vision, intent and
rationale for the concepts (100-150 words)

•

Present all required information electronically within one concise
Concept Design Package (template to be provided)

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
During the Implementation Stage, the artist will work in consultation/
collaboration with CREATIVEVMOVE to:
Adapt the artwork as required to suit the physical proportions and
dimensions of the selected wall/s
Undertake the painting of the artwork including wall preparation, base
coat and finishing.
CREATIVEMOVE will provide specialist project management support
to the project and has also identified an experienced mural artist who
will be available to support the selected artist as required during the
implementation stage.
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BUDGET

PROGRAM

The budget indicated for this artwork opportunity is $13,000.

The following is an indicative program for the initial stages of the project:

The selected artist will receive a concept design fee of $1,500 and an artwork
commission fee of $3,000.
All material, fabrications and installation costs will be covered within the larger
budget allocation.

EOI Open (2 weeks) ................................................................. 3 July 2020
EOI Close........................................................................17 July 2020, 5pm
Artist Selection (Short-list) .....................................................21 July 2020
Concept Development (2 weeks)............................22 July– 5 August2020
Consultation with Reference Group
+ Client Approval..........................................................6 – 10 August 2020
Design Resolution (2 weeks) .....................................10 – 21 August 2020
Final Client Approval (1 week) ..................................24 – 28 August 2020
Implementation (2 weeks)......................31 August – 11 September 2020
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CONTACTS
Throughout the project, CREATIVEMOVE will be the primary contact for
any questions about the curatorial direction, design issues or contract
administration of the project.

Jodie Cox
Director, CREATIVEMOVE
jodie@creativemove.com.au
0410 697 503
Taylor Hall
Project Manager, CREATIVEMOVE
taylor@creativemove.com.au
0488 655 619
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IMAGE CREDIT
Page
1

Exterior of Jacaranda Place. Image Courtesy of the Queensland Government’s Children’s Health Queensland Hospital and Health Service Site.
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Interior of Jacaranda Place. Image Courtesy of the Queensland Government’s Children’s Health Queensland Hospital and Health Service Site.
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Exterior and interior of Jacaranda Place. Images Courtesy of the Queensland Government’s Children’s Health Queensland Hospital and Health Service Site.
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Top Left: Gemma SMITH, Collision and Improvisation (ceiling), 2012, Queen Elizabeth II Courts of Law, Brisbane Australia. Image Courtesy of Alexandra Nitschke
and the artist.
Top Right: Sam Tupou, Dive In (Sunset to Sunrise), 2019. Photo: CREATIVEMOVE
Bottom: Natalie Lavelle, Mindful Trace, 2019, Queensland Children’s Hospital. Image Courtesy of the Queensland Children’s Hospital and the artist.
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Top Left: Elisa Jane (‘Leecee’) Carmichael, we are here, 2016. Photo: Matthew Newkirk
Top Right: Fintan Magee, Circle of Life, 2015, Berlin. Photo: Courtesy of the artist.
Bottom: Mandy Ridley, Flourish!, 2013. Photo: Rod Buchholz
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Top: Hueman, Bloom, 2016, Neptune Building, Los Angeles. Image courtesy of the artist.
Bottom Left: Adry del Rocío in collaboration with Carlosalberto GH, Xochiquetzal, Desarrollos in Mexico City. Image courtesy of the artist’s.
Bottom Right: Healther Day, Mural for YouTube Headquarters
San Bruno. Image: Courtesy of Margaret Austin
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Top: Sebastian Moody, Keep the Sunshine, 2014.Brisbane Airport International Terminal. Image Courtesy of CREATIVEMOVE and the artist.
Bottom Left: Keith Haring, “Tuttomondo”, 1989, Pisa. Image Courtesy of the artist.
Bottom right: Simon Degroot, Build, Connect, Grow, 2017
Bundaberg Regional Galleries, Queensland. Image Courtesy of the artist.
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Wall intended for mural, interior of Jacaranda Place. Image Courtesy of the Queensland Children’s Hospital.
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Top Left: Brett Piva / Ian McCallum, Divergence Exhibition Mural, 2019.
The Third Quarter Gallery. Brisbane. Image Courtesy of Third Quarter Gallery and the artists.
Top Right: Elliot Routledge, Untitled, Ebenezer Place, Adelaide, SA. Image Courtesy of Ian Buckland.
Bottom Left: Jumbo, Tropical Still Life, 2015. can be seen on the entry walls of King George Square Car Park. Image Courtesy of Brisbane City Council.
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